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Denny's Destiny: Change Agent
Earth-Moving Prayers is a highly anointed deliverance prayer book that will
transform your life, and set you free from any form of bondage or captivity you
may find yourself. Over 600 pages of mountain moving and yoke destroying prayer
points. Over 5300 problems solving and solution finding prayer points prepared by
the Holy Ghost to set you free. This book is for you, a must have for every
household.

The Most Important Year in a Woman's Life
"LEE AND MILLER STRIKE SPACE OPERA GOLD." ¾Robin Wayne Bailey Once a
brilliant First-in Scout, Val Con yos'Phelium was "recruited" by the mysterious
Liaden Department of Interior and brainwashed into an Agent of Change¾a
ruthless covert operative who kills without remorse. Fleeing the scene of his latest
murderous mission, he finds himself saving the life of ex-mercenary Miri
Robertson, a tough Terran on the run from a team of interplanetary assassins.
Thrown together by circumstances, Val Con and Miri struggle to elude their
enemies and stay alive without slaying each other¾or surrendering to the
unexpected passion that flares between them. At the publisher's request, this title
is sold without DRM (Digital Rights Management). "I was mesmerized, auued, and
totally entertained. I am hooked by the Liaden world. Brauo!" ¾Mary Balogh "Full
of action, exotic characters, plenty of plot, and even a touch of romance.
OUTSTANDING." ¾Booklist "You may never care about a cast of characters more or
await their return with more anticipation." ¾SF Site

S.O.S. Success over Statistics
James H. Lowry encapsulated his thirty plus years of experience in the field of
minority business development in the book he co-authored in 2011, Minority
Business Success: Refocusing on the American Dream. In his new book, Change
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Agent: A Life Dedicated to Creating Wealth for Minorities, Lowry delivers a deeply
personal, candid, and often humorous, portrayal of his life from the South Side of
Chicago to Wall Street and trailblazing entrepreneur. Often the first black in many
rooms, at eighty years old, he continues the fight so he will not be the last. More
than just a story of his life, this memoir illustrates the power of iconic mentors and
pivotal opportunities leveraged across the globe, demonstrates how breakthroughs
can be achieved through years of lessons learned, and offers real solutions to the
ever widening wealth gap that plagues minority communities today. Unlike like
many who only diagnose the problem, Lowry delivers a plan to accelerate
economic development in the black community. This book is a road map for the
next generation of leaders and will inspire new change agents to take the reins.

Small Stories, Big Changes
Herbert Blumer wrote continuously and voluminously, and consequently left a vast
array of unpublished work at the time of his death in 1987. This posthumously
published volume testifies further to his perceptive analysis of large-scale social
organizations and elegant application of symbolic interactionist principles. Blumer's
focus on the processual nature of social life and on the significance of the
communicative interpretation of social contexts is manifest in his theory of
industrialization and social change. His theory entails three major points:
industrialization must be seen in processual terms, and the industrialization
process is different for different historical periods; the consequences of
industrialization are a function of the interpretive nature of human action and
resembles a neutral framework within which groups interpret the meaning of
industrial relations, and the industrial sector must be viewed in terms of power
relations; industrial societies contain inherently conflicting interests. The editors'
introductory essay outlines Blumer's metatheoretical stance (symbolic
interactionism) and its emphasis on the adjustive character of social life. It places
Blumer's theory in the context of contemporary macro theory, including world
systems theory, resource dependence theory, and modernization theory. Herbert
Blumer (1900-1987), formerly Chairperson, Department of Sociology at the
University of California, Berkeley, was the theoretical and methodological leader of
"symbolic interactionism" and was identified as its foremost proponent for a halfcentury. His publications include works on industrial relations, research methods,
mass society, collective behavior, race relations, and social movements. David R.
Maines is chairman of the department of anthropology and sociology at Oakland
University. He has worked to articulate an interactionist approach to the study of
social organization as well as the fundamental relevance of temporality and
communication for sociological analysis. Thomas J. Morrione is Charles A. Dana
Professor of Sociology at Colby College and he is currently Chair of the Department
of Sociology and Anthropology at the college. He was a Research Associate (1977,
1985) and Visiting Professor (1984) at the University of California, Berkeley.

Keep Getting Up
Revitalize a company. Mr. Murphy identifies the status quo of stagnant policies and
the changes required to advance and capitalize on the amazing opportunities
around us. Join the main character Jack McDonald and his management team as
they struggle to revitalize their company. Learn who the "agent of change" is in
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Jack's life and how he becomes an agent of change for many others.

Special Agent
Agent of Change
This is the story about the experiences of one mans life, careers and involvements
with people and organizations in the United States and other parts of the world.
The results have changed individuals lives and organizations means for providing
services to people. The story tells of his adventuresome, humanistic, and
sometimes humorous involvements in his life through traveling, music, and
professional leadership with people and organizations. Dr. Oo from Burma spoke to
Denny and called him a change agent. The work he had accomplished would
change the engineering education system for the third world developing country in
years to come. However, Denny should not expect to see or hear of any changes
for several years because the changes would not happen very quickly. Again he
said You have been and are a Change Agent. Denny knew a light bulb had just
clicked on inside his mind as he realized a total stranger from half way around the
world just explained what his mission was all about and what his mission in life was
to become. He then turned and asked his wife, Where is Burma?

Change Agent
It is my belief that the impending challenge to our civilization will not be how to
cope with the future shock of a rapidly developing technology of material
abundance but, rather, how to live with less. The pre-eminence of institutional
schooling, either as a form of moral suasion to inculcate the masses in the age-old
values or as a human assembly line feeding the economy, must give way to the
learning needs of individuals struggling to reorient their lifestyles. This reordering
of priorities will produce the most profound sense of change our society has
experienced since the Great Depression Our present system of schooling by
technician must give way to a new concept of teacher as change agent. This
person will continue to stress literacy as a basic life skill, a fundamental on which
to build patterns of lifelong learning. However, other basic skills must include
cooperative problem solving, social and emotional fulfilment, and the ability to
identify, analyse, develop, and use resources as part of a process of learning to
cope with continuous change.

The Surprise of My Life
Agent of Change
The Agent Called Change
Amid a welter of simultaneous policy initiatives, treatment centres were a topdown NHS innovation that became subverted into a multiplicity of solutions to
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different local problems. This highly readable account of how and why they
evolved with completely unforeseen results reveals clear, practical lessons based
on case study research involving over 200 interviews. Policy makers, managers
and clinicians undertaking any organisational innovation cannot afford to ignore
these findings.

Diary of a Change Agent
Engage your passion to be the one that makes a difference. Whether you are a
CEO, housewife, student, manager, or church leader, you have a circle of influence
and the ability to shape your culture for God’s purpose--to be a change agent. Os
Hillman explains the process God uses to raise up His change agents in culture,
demonstrated in biblical leaders like David, Daniel, Esther, and Moses. With details
from his own experiences and profiles of modern-day change agents, Hillman
shows how you too can have greater influence no matter what your age or status
in life. Our culture is shaped by the seven mountains of cultural influence:
business, government, media, arts and entertainment, education, the family, and
the church. Featuring a chapter on each of the seven cultural mountains, Change
Agent describes where we are, what we must do to influence these strategic areas,
and what success will ultimately look like.

Exploits of a Federal Agent
Shackled to my circumstances, I was the perfect storm plagued by crisis Divorcee,
Single Mother, Living Paycheck to Paycheck, No Support System, Unfamiliar
Territory! I made a choice! I am not a statistic! I found my purpose, my gift, my
walk in life and set out to build a legacy that would leave my mark on this world.
Poised for greatness, I defeated the odds by understanding that I CHOOSE Success
over Statistics! This is my legacy in the making!

The Mega Agent Mindset
A remarkable cast of characters inhabit the pages of this book. Meet Tim Toben,
who developed a high rise with the lowest energy consumption of any building in
the southeastern United States, was foreclosed upon, and lost millions in the
process. Gary Phillips held the line against real estate developers in Chatham
County and was run out of office for his efforts. Elaine Chiosso has been protecting
her watershed by fighting on behalf of the Haw River for twenty-eight years.
Unflinchingly honest and compulsively readable, Small Stories, Big Changes
provides an intimate look at the personal experience of being a pioneer in the
sustainability movement, laying bare the emotional, spiritual, and financial impact
of a life lived in the service of change. Activist, farmer, publisher, philosopher or
entrepreneur; each writer has a unique personal tale to tell. Small Stories, Big
Changes is a book written by ordinary people doing extraordinary things; whose
lives have been transformed by their willingness to commit themselves
unreservedly to the creation of a better world. Empowering, hopeful, and inspiring,
this rich tapestry of voices from the vanguard of change is a must-read for anyone
dreaming of a brighter future and seeking a counterbalance to a canon of work
that is laced with doom and gloom. Lyle Estill is the president and co-founder of
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Piedmont Biofuels and the author of Industrial Evolution, Small is Possible, and
Biodiesel Power. He has won numerous awards for his commitment to
sustainability, outreach, community development, and leadership.

Organisational innovation in health services
In a clear and compelling voice, Frances Hesselbein delivers key leadership
lessons. Tracing her own development as a leader, she narrates the critical
moments that shaped her personally and professionally: from her childhood in
Pennsylvania, to moving up from Girl Scout troop leader to Girl Scout CEO, to
founding and leading the Leader to Leader Institute, to her friendships and
experiences with some of the greatest leaders and thinkers of our time. Each
chapter includes an inspirational story, a key lesson and how to apply it to daily
life.

Schooling for Life
From bestselling author Jon Gordon and rising star Damon West comes The Coffee
Bean: an illustrated fable that teaches readers how to transform their environment,
overcome challenges, and create positive change. Life is often difficult. It can be
harsh, stressful, and feel like a pot of boiling hot water. The environments we find
ourselves in can change, weaken, or harden us, and test who we truly are. We can
be like the carrot that weakens in the pot or like the egg that hardens. Or, we can
be like the coffee bean and discover the power inside us to transform our
environment. The Coffee Bean is an inspiring tale that follows Abe, a young man
filled with stress and fear as he faces challenges and pressure at school and home.
One day after class, his teacher shares with him the life-changing lesson of the
coffee bean, and this powerful message changes the way he thinks, acts, and sees
the world. Abe discovers that instead of letting his environment change him for the
worse, he can transform any environment he is in for the better. Equipped with this
transformational truth, Abe embarks on an inspirational journey to live his life like
the coffee bean. Wherever his life takes him, from school, to the military, to the
business world, Abe demonstrates how this simple lesson can unleash the
unstoppable power within you. A delightful, quick read, The Coffee Bean is
purposely written and designed for readers of all ages so that everyone can benefit
from this transformational lesson. This is a book and message that, when read and
shared, has the power to change your life and the world around you. You just have
to decide: are you a carrot, egg, or coffee bean?

Agents of Change
Tony Page is a 40-something management consultant, wrestling with the
conflicting demands of a growing business and a growing family.This honest
account will have immediate appeal to anyone serious about business performance
improvement, change and learning. For consultants and for HR and OD specialists
the diary will have a special resonance. But because it deals with the wellsprings of
human behaviour its lessons apply far beyond these areas. It is no exaggeration to
say that anyone who works with others in an organizational setting would benefit
from this remarkable book.
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Within Arm's Length: A Secret Service Agent's Definitive Inside
Account of Protecting the President
Hope for ex-offenders commits to lending a hand to individuals to successfully
unite with their families and reenter the workforce and our community. If you
release someone with the same skills with which they came in, they are going to
get involved in the same activities as they did before. As soon as society
recognizes that the better shape we release ex-offenders and facilitate their
successful reentry into society, the safer all of us will be. This I recall to my mind;
therefore have I hope. It is of Jehovah’s loving kindnesses that we are not
consumed, because his compassions fail not. They are new every morning; great is
thy faithfulness. Jehovah is my portion, saith my soul; therefore will I hope in him.
—Lam. 3:21–24 (ASV)

The Insurance Press
Seeing the Light: Exploring Ethics Through Movies is an engaging and innovative
approach to the study of philosophy and the development of moral reasoning skills.
Features broad coverage of topics in ethics and moral reasoning Offers an
innovative and imaginative approach to showing relevance of movies for ethical
reflection Draws on a diverse selection of popular movies, foreign films, and
documentaries to illustrate ethical dilemmas and character development on the big
screen that has application to our lives Presents coverage of major ethical theories
ranging from Ethical Egoism and Cultural Relativism to Utilitarianism, Kantian
Ethics, Rawls' Justice Theory, Aristotle's Virtue Ethics, and Feminist Ethics
Demonstrates how film is a powerful vehicle for sharpening skills in analysis and
moral reasoning Includes accompanying website

The Coffee Bean
This autobiography tells the story of the life of Clayton M. Spradley, including early
factors in his life which enabled him to acquire and sustain a career as a Federal
Agent. Coming from humble beginnings he worked aggressively from an early age
and developed characteristics which enabled him to qualify for his various law
enforcement positions. His dedication helped earn him the rank of Eagle Scout, and
assisted in developing into an excellent athlete. After graduating from Florida State
University with a major in Criminology, he became a civilian Special Agent with The
Office of Naval Intelligence (now NCIS). He writes of his experiences raising a
family with four children and of his year tour in Vietnam as a civilian Agent. He
then transferred into the United States Secret Service and served on protective
assignments with five U.S. Presidents. During his Secret Service career he was
directly involved in thwarting an attempted assassination on the life of President
Gerald Ford. He was also active in the United States Coast Guard Reserve with an
Intelligence Designator and obtained the rank of Lieutenant Commander. After
retirement from federal law enforcement, he served as the Emergency
Management Coordinator in the South Carolina Governors Office and was later
appointed Chief of the South Carolina Bureau of Protective Services. This book
describes his exploits.
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Annie Nelles, Or, The Life of a Book Agent
They say you can't get rich quick, but you can probably do it quicker in real estate
than in any other profession. But you've got to know what you're doing. Make
Millions Selling Real Estate is your opportunity to learn from the best. Jim Remley is
not only an award-winning real estate educator, he's also an incredibly successful
agent whose own wealth has skyrocketed in just a few short years! How did he
leapfrog more experienced agents to become one of the top earning real estate
professionals in the country? In this book, Jim shares his secrets for knocking years
off of the "pay your dues" period. He'll give you the priceless information that most
agents need a lifetime to learn -- and that many never do.

The Roots of Character
A management consultant must cope with a domineering wife and backstabbing,
power-hungry, less-than-effective coworkers in order to be an "Agent for Change."

Jail Ministry
Rid yourself of the world's influences and stereotypes; maximize your God-given
potential asyou discover the "real you." After the veil has been lifted, enjoy a
purposeful and productive lifeas you pursue God's will, and engage others in
finding real truth. The Agent Called Change takes you on a comprehensive journey
in search of purpose and fulfillment. Life is a maze, a winding road filled with peaks
and valleys, twists and turns; dangerous and deceptive curves. The purposeful
connoisseur must enroll in a series of coursesdesigned to renew thought patterns;
leading to the discovery of the hidden gem that lies within.Upon licenser, the
change agent embarks on a pathway to purpose, possess a greater sense
ofdestiny, and embraces his calling to change the world one person at a time. After
reading this book the reader will no longer approach life from a careless or casual
perspective but realizes the essence of his/her creation is centered-around
understanding purpose,maximizing potential, and fostering everlasting change.
Get ready for an exciting adventure asGod uncovers the real you the world needs
to know.

Change(d) Agents
The Mega Agent Mindset will help you focus on mindset, productivity, and goal
setting. You will be able to identify and overcome the mental road blocks
preventing you from reaching your full potential so you can experience
breakthroughs & create a business worth owning & lead a life worth living. "Let a
man radically alter his thoughts, and he will be astonished at the rapid
transformation it will effect in the material conditions of his life." - James Allen Top
Producers have one thing in common, they think differently. I will share 7 areas
that if applied, will allow you to experience major breakthroughs in your business.
You'll discover how to commit to self-mastery, the difference between a growth
mindset and a fixed mindset, how to set big goals, why we hold on to limiting
beliefs and how to overcome them, how to remain learning based and have an
attitude of continual improvement, how to focus on what matters most and how to
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apply discipline to your business. This book will revolutionize the way you think
about your real estate business.

My Life on the Plains
A "flip-over" handbook for brides and grooms presents a twelve-month plan for
facing the challenges of a new marriage, from fighting fair and dealing with money
matters to developing sexual intimacy and managing in-laws, in a guide
complemented by encouraging and humorous anecdotes.

I'd Change My Life If I Had More Time
James H. Lowry encapsulated his thirty plus years of experience in the field of
minority business development in the book he co-authored in 2011, Minority
Business Success: Refocusing on the American Dream. In his new book, Change
Agent: A Life Dedicated to Creating Wealth for Minorities, Lowry delivers a deeply
personal, candid, and often humorous, portrayal of his life from the South Side of
Chicago to Wall Street and trailblazing entrepreneur. Often the first black in many
rooms, at eighty years old, he continues the fight so he will not be the last. More
than just a story of his life, this memoir illustrates the power of iconic mentors and
pivotal opportunities leveraged across the globe, demonstrates how breakthroughs
can be achieved through years of lessons learned, and offers real solutions to the
ever widening wealth gap that plagues minority communities today. Unlike like
many who only diagnose the problem, Lowry delivers a plan to accelerate
economic development in the black community. This book is a road map for the
next generation of leaders and will inspire new change agents to take the reins.

Agent of Change
Candice DeLong has been called a real-life Clarice Starling and a female Donnie
Brasco. She has been on the front lines of some of the FBIs most gripping and
memorable cases, including being chosen as one of the three agents to carry out
the manhunt for the Unabomber in Lincoln, Montana. She has tailed terrorists,
gone undercover as a gangsters moll, and posed as the madam for a call-girl ring.
Now for the first time she reveals the dangers and rewards of being a woman on
the front lines of the worlds most powerful law enforcement agency. She traces the
unusual career path that led her to crime fighting, and recounts the incredible
obstacles she faced as a woman and as a fledgling agent. She takes readers step
by step through the profiling process and shows how she helped solve a number of
incredible cases. The story of her role as a lead investigator on the notorious
Tylenol Murderer case is particularly compelling. Finally, she gives the true,
insiders story behind the investigation that led to the arrest of the Unabomber
including information that the media cant or wont reveal. A remarkable portrait of
courage and grace under fire, Special Agent offers a missing chapter to the annals
of law enforcement and a dramatic and often funny portrait of an extraordinary
woman who has dedicated her heart and soul to the crusade against crime.

The Change Agent
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This book examines both the promises and complexities of racially and culturally
diversifying todays teaching profession. Drawing from a 5-year study of the lives of
21 new teachers of color working in urban, hard-to-staff schools, this book
documents the tensions these teachers experience between serving as role models
and fulfilling district and state mandates.

It Changed My Life
A rare inside look at the Secret Service from an agent who provided protection
worldwide for President George H. W. Bush, President William Clinton, and
President George W. Bush Dan Emmett was just eight years old when President
John F. Kennedy was assassinated. The events surrounding the President's death
shaped the course of young Emmett's life as he set a goal of becoming a US Secret
Service agent—one of a special group of people willing to trade their lives for that
of the President, if necessary. Within Arm's Length is a revealing and compelling
inside look at the Secret Service and the elite Presidential Protective Division
(PPD). With stories from some of the author's more high-profile assignments in his
twenty-one years of service, where he provided arm's length protection worldwide
for Presidents George Herbert Walker Bush, William Jefferson Clinton, and George
W. Bush, both as a member of the PPD and the Counter Assault Team, Dan Emmett
describes the professional, physical and emotional challenges faced by Secret
Service agents. Included are never before discussed topics such as the
complicated relationship between presidents, first ladies and their agents, the
inner workings of Secret Service protective operations as well as the seldommentioned challenges of the complex Secret Service cultural issues faced by an
agent's family. Within Arm's Length also shares firsthand details about conducting
presidential advances, dealing with the media, driving the President in a bulletproof limousine, running alongside him through the streets of Washington, and
flying with him on Air Force One. Within Arm's Length is the essential book on the
United States Secret Service. This revealing and compelling inside look at the
Presidential Protective Division, along with spellbinding stories from the author's
career, gives the reader an unprecedented look in to the life and career of an
agent in America's most elite law enforcement agency.

Seeing the Light
Earth-Moving Prayers
Keep Getting Up is the first book of its kind to be written by a black woman career
public servant. Its about her 40-year journey finding her identity and meaning for
her life as a youngster and as an adult, and then finding her place on the world
stage as an ambitious and talented professional. In her sheltered environment her
parents, her school teachers, and the community in which she grew up in Kansas
failed to prepare her for the truth of the Black Experience in America. When she
stepped out onto the world stage at age 17 ready to make her mark on the world,
she crashed into the wall of racial discrimination that shattered her belief system
and rocked her self-confidence. A few years later in seeking employment, she
discovered institutional racism that circumscribed what she could do, when and
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how she could do it. These new realities were almost life-threatening. A setback for
sure, but for only a period long enough for her to educate herself about what life in
America was all about for Blacks, and the time it took to develop carefully crafted
strategies to overthrow all racial barriers placed in her path. She triumphed over all
obstacles to her success along her journey and rose to the top ranks in public
service. This book is a must read, particularly for those who are concerned about
social justice for all in America.

Industrialization As an Agent of Social Change
The professional memoirs (and insights) from a revered organization consultant. In
this remarkable memoir, Richard Beckhard shares a lifetime of wisdom from his
forty-five year career as one of the country's foremost organization consultants.
Written in a highly readable style, this book offers an insiders view of how change
management has evolved in the latter half of the twentieth century. Throughout
the book Beckhard weaves his life story with the lessons he learned from his role
as an influential ?agent of change.? The book thoughtfully outlines his principles of
practice to show how they not only shaped his career but how they can be used as
a model for anyone who is grappling with the issues of organizational change.

Love Is Lust First
Garrett Soldiers describes the birth of a behavioral intervention program at Garrett
Middle School in Cobb County, Georgia to increase the success of at-risk male
students. Also, the book embodies the dissertational study , "The Effectiveness of
the WhyTry Program with Conduct Disordered Students" by Dr. Yolande Minor. The
study showed that the more positive perception and the increased amount of time
commitment by facilitators of the WhyTry program contributed to the decreasing
number of males and females being expelled from school. Also, the independent
variables were close to being significant in the decrease number of students
involved in the juvenile court system. Furthermore, there was a reduction in the
amount of students involved with aggression and the destruction of property.

My Life on the Plains, Or, Personal Experiences with Indians
“It’s an autobiography! If I tell you what’s in it you won’t read the book.” — Claire
Drainie Taylor Or would you? Maybe you’d be intrigued by the progression of a life
begun as an unexceptional little girl born to a middle-class Jewish Canadian couple
in a small prairie town who, at age sixteen, married a refined Englishman, and
survived the Great Depression, partly alone in a shack in the woods of Vancouver
Island. Or how, only a few months after returning to Vancouver, with no training
and minimal education, this same young woman walked on stage at one of
Canada’s finest old theatres, and went on to a successful thirty-year career as an
actress and radio dialogue writer. Having been compelled by her family to write
her memoir, it wasn’t until she’d finished and reread her manuscript that Claire
Drainie Taylor realized what an extraordinary life she’d led. Her descriptions of the
many fascinating incidents that make up her story, and how she dealt with them,
revealed herself to herself in a way that illuminates what she calls “The Surprise of
My Life.”
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Change Agent
Agent for Change
Gabriel Garcia Marquez is right! Unrequited love is what moves the earth and the
sky for me. And maybe for you. I hope not all of your love remains unrequited. To
gain anything worthwhile in life, one has to risk much. This book is an
autobiography which delves into the pain as well as the nobility of the pursuit of
love which can only occur once in a lifetime. This book contains 55 poems, all of
them springing from the deepest emotions of my life. This work centers on passion
in its many guises, from love to lust. The purpose of this book is to demonstrate
that there can be no limits to desire and no regrets unless a lover does not follow
his/her heart. For the fortunate person whose love has been taken to the limits and
then been fully reciprocated finally by a lover, this book might not make a lot of
sense. To those of us who are still believers in finding our missing halves, I hope
this book inspires. To those who have become discouraged, rejected, or too timid
to listen to your hearts, I ask you to read this book and stay open to the possibility
that your lover could walk into your life as early as the next minute. Your heart will
tell you. Listen to your heart.

Make Million$ Selling Real Estate
We All Have a Superhero within UsWaiting to Be Unleashed Both at work and at
home, our lives are growing more and more hectic and it can be hard to survive,
much less thrive, at the pace of progress. Technology has brought new and better
ways to create, to communicate and to collaborate but has also filled our time with
clutter, craziness and chaos. There is more potential than ever to fill our careers
and our lives with magical experience, but we seldom make enough time or space
to realize that potential. Agents of Change is a collection of stories, examples and
fables that provide ideas and insights for creating a superpowered innovation
program, organizational culture and purposeful life. While our life is, and bound to
be, full of distractions, this book will help you to unleash your inner superhero and
to become an Agent of Change.

Garrett's Soldiers
Do you want to change your life, but just can’t find the time to get started? Are you
tired of juggling multiple responsibilities, with not much to show for all your hard
work? Bestselling author Doreen Virtue gives you proven psychological and
spiritual solutions for making time work in your favor! She guides you through that
perplexing jungle of mind traps that cause time struggles. You’ll discover how to
access more free time, streamline your schedule, and receive loving support from
your friends and family. You’ll also learn methods to boost your self-confidence,
reduce your fear of failure, increase your intuitive powers, and unleash your
natural success consciousness. You deserve to have a rich full of fun, relaxation,
prosperity, and love – starting right now!

My Life in Leadership
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Sentenced to sixty-five years in a Texas prison, Damon West once had it all. He
came from a great family, in a home full of God, love, support, and opportunities to
reach any goal. A natural born leader, an athlete with good looks and charm, he
appeared to be the all-American kid pursuing his dreams. Underneath this facade,
however, was an addict in the early stages of disease. After suffering childhood
sexual abuse by a babysitter at the age of nine, Damon began putting chemicals
into his body to alter the way he felt. Once he was introduced to
methamphetamines, however, he became instantly hooked—and the lives of so
many innocent people would forever be changed by the choices he made in order
to feed his insatiable meth habit. After a fateful discussion during his incarceration
with a seasoned convict, Damon had a spiritual awakening. He learned that, like a
coffee bean changing with the application of heat and pressure, he was capable of
changing the environment around him. Armed with a program of recovery, a
renewed faith, and a miraculous second chance at life, Damon emerged from over
seven years of prison a changed man. His story of redemption continues to inspire
audiences today.

Change Agent
Among those women was Friedan herself, who frankly recorded her astonishment,
gratification, and anger as the movement she helped create grew beyond all her
hopes, and then raced beyond her control into a sexual politics she found
disturbing.
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